Choosing a Specialty

What influences specialty
choice?

Introduction
• Making the right specialty choice is (obviously) a pivotal
career decision, and is something that should be done
carefully and in full possession of the facts.
• This presentation aims to give some insight into the
things that can be influential medical specialty when
choosing a medical specialty
• The insight it gives into the factors can be used by
trainees making specialty choices, and a by those
providing them with career support
• It is intended to be informative and interesting, providing
‘food for thought’ and ideas for further reading.

What influences specialty choice?

Specialty choice: Peer Pressure
• For many years it was assumed that factors such as ‘personal attributes
and interests’ were of prime importance, for example dextrous doctors
would naturally choose to be surgeons.
• Other factors, such as the profession of an individual’s father was
expected to be highly influential ass well
• One of the first papers written on the subject of specialty choices was
Anderson’s paper from 1974, “Choosing a Medical Specialty, Critiquing
the Literature in the Light of ‘Curious Findings’”, where he was surprised
to find the biggest determinant of specialty choice was the influence of
peers rather than family. (1)
• Although the concept of peer pressure is no longer unexpected, it should
be recognised as being of prime importance for today’s trainees, who are
influenced by peers both in person and via social media.

What influences specialty choice?

Exposure to specialty as student
• A recent report from Scandanavia by Wesnes and his colleagues
suggests that qualification from certain medical schools increased
the likelihood of working as a general practitioner (2)
• The paper seems to show that an increasing exposure of medical
students to general practice during training increases the likelihood
of doctors pursuing such a career path.
• The relevance of such ‘early exposure’ to specialties and
subsequent career choices is particularly topical at the moment,
and has been recognised by initiatives such as the RCoA/FICM
initiative ‘Science, skills and safety’ (3)

What influences specialty choice?

Effective Role Models
• Ravinder and Fitzgerald surveyed all doctors qualifying from Nottingham
University in one annual cohort using a questionnaire designed to explore the
qualities and attributes of surgical trainers.(4)
• Those trainees able to identify a strong surgical role model were twice as
likely to be considering a surgical career.
• They characteristics of an eﬀective role model were also explored: teaching
skills, personal attributes and clinical abilities being most important.
• The importance of this to any specialty cannot be underestimated;
experiences during a medical student placement may set the career path for
the next 40 years

What influences specialty choice?

Career choice changes over time
• There have been changes to factors career choices over
time.
• Trevor Lambert and colleagues have used a series of postal
questionnaires of several cohorts of UK medical graduates
(on a triennial basis) and asked questions about career
choices and factors behind the choices.(5)
• They have also repeatedly demonstrated a diﬀerence
between the career aspirations of newly qualified doctors,
and number of consultants working in the specialty,
something of great relevance to ICM, where often trainees
declare an interest in the specialty, often to loose it as their
training progresses.

Summary: specialty choice?
• All the following can influence specialty choice:
• What you like and want to do
• What you think you’re good at
• Where you trained and what you did as a
medical student and FY doctor
• Specialists you’ve worked with, their teaching
abilities and clinical skills
• What your peers think and other ‘social
pressures’

And importantly…
• We must all remember the ‘unconscious’ advice that we give
during our day to day work.
• The ‘signals’ we can give oﬀ when we’re having a good or a bad
‘day at the oﬃce’ may stay with potential intensivists for a very
long time.
• A single teaching session on a ward round may be the thing that
encourages a medical student to change their choice of career. A
less positive experience may have the opposite eﬀect.
• Perhaps the challenge for ICM is to show what fun the specialty
can be: hard work but rewarding, busy but collaborative, intense,
but diverse.
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